Pacifica Network Welcomes CDR

“Community & Diaspora Radio is a multicultural internet station that opens the horizon for Mainers and the diaspora.” The station manager is Rod Mahoua.

The First Network Mural is Complete

Pacifica Network looks good in the spotlight. Here is our first collaboration of stickers properly filled out. Thanks again to everybody sending in their logo! There's more space to fill so if you have a sticker to share, we would love to include it.

Stay tuned for mural #2 in June...
May Round-Table Recording Available

In May, Pacifica Network's manager Ursula Ruedenberg reprised her presentation on *Fixing Mayhem: Tools for When Things Go Terribly Wrong for the Team*.

“If you are a manager, you have witnessed negative behavior, often for mysterious reasons. “Fixing Mayhem” is a presentation to help you face these counter-intuitive scenarios and the damage they do. The ideas presented are based on original concepts developed by psychologist Peyton Wimmer. They look at the hidden, underlying social and psychological reasons and offer tools to address them at that level.”

Look for our invite this month for June's presentation. Retired Manager Joseph Orozco, of KIDE (Hoopa, CA), will talk about consensus building.

News

- Some stations will have to buy new hardware and/or software by December 31, 2023 to be in compliance with EAS updates.

- FCC Nominee Gigi Sohn has withdrawn her nomination. Her announcement came after Sen. Joe Manchin said he would not support her candidacy.

Thanks to Radio for People for reporting

New in AudioPort: Post Poet Pop

58 MINUTES
“POST POET POP is a radio program dedicated to all things poetry ‘readings, snippets, clips, performances, and interviews’ with some added pop to decorate the space.”

Produced live for WXOX in Louisville, KY by Ken L. Walker

New in AudioPort:
Anna Jinja Show
28 MINUTES

“The Anna Jinja Show illuminates the theme of adoption in our lives. And in some ways, we are all adopted into or out of homes, cultures, communities, and relationships as we grow and evolve.”

By Independent Producer Anna Jinja Mather in Athens, OH

New in AudioPort:
The Kinetic Playground with JC Clone
58 MINUTES

“The Kinetic Playground with JC Clone is a weekly alternative music program featuring a wide range of musical genres.”

Produced by longtime on-air personality JC Clone at KXCR in Florence, OR
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